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       For my book cover project I decided to pick the book/ film “Coraline”. 
This book and feature stop motion film has been one of my favorites ever 
since it came out.  Alluring me with childish fantaties of other worlds, and 
then capturing my soul with the twisted dark reality of it all.   Through this 
process, I have not only revamped the original cover style through my 
own, but also re-designed the logo type, color scheme, theme, and more 
(including an article cover based on parallel worlds and theories.  Not only 
do I feel like I have captured the childish, yet dark theme of the book, but 
also the uniqueness of a child’s imagination in traveling to another world 
that seems so much more perfect than our own.
       Inside this overview, you will find the “re-creation” of “Coraline” and 
seeing the process to how I’ve re-designed her character and world.  This
overview will include detailed sketches, logo designs, an article, final 
sketch, and then the final design to the overall project.  In creating this
process, it allows myself and others to see my creative process on how I 
come up with such imaginative designs.     



Getting into the Mood

       For the overall theme and mood of the story 
“Coraline” I had to create something that had this dark 
and sinister tone unearthing from the background of a 
child’s life.  To do this, I gathered a few reference photo’s 
from online to give me an idea of how to create this illu-
sion I was needing to capture.
       Below, I also worked out a few color schemes and 
combinations that might also work to create this dark, yet 
fantasy styled cover that I needed to achieve.  These colors 
consist of a variety of blue’s (since this is Coraline’s main 
color scheme), green (as seen in many transistions between 
her world and the next), and then a few earthly tones to 
create that nostaligic wooden texture that becomes promi-
nent in the original book cover.



Rough Sketches

These are a few sketch concepts I came up with while trying to create a 
book cover and/or monochromatic for the story “Coraline”.  In most of 
these, I tried keeping the idea of the doll that the belldame uses through-
out the story, as well as the key to the other world and even a spider web 
to hint at the fact that the belldame was a type of spider-like insect crea-
ture in both the book and the movie.  And of course I kep the button idea 
throughout each concept in order to keep the ambiguity theme of the 
overall dark plot and its signifigance towards Coraline.



Final Monochromatic

This is the final product for 
the monochromatic piece 
using a variety of blue 
shades and tints.  Also in-
cluded is the original logo 
type for the movie version of 
“Coraline”.  This concept 
came from the idea of 
Coraline looking through 
the view finder and her 
alternate doll self is shown .



Book Cover Sketches



Typography Designs 



Final Book Covers (Rough)



Article Reference & Sketch



Final Article
Parallel Universe
           
 

Parallel Universe
           
 

By: Max Tegmark

Is there a copy of you
reading this article?  A person who is not 
you but who lives on a planet called Earth, 
with misty mountains, fertile �elds and 
sprawling cities, in a solar system with eight 
other planets?  The life of this person has 
been identical to yours in every respect.  
But perhaps, he or she now decides to put 
down this article without �nishing it, 
while you read on.
       The idea of such an alter ego 
seems strange and impulsive, but it 
looks as if we will have to live with it, 
because it is supported by 
astronomical observations.  The 
simplest and most popular 
astronomical model today 
predicts that you have a twin 
in a galaxy about 10 to the 
10th^28th meters from here. 
 This distance is so large that 
it is beyond astronomical, but 
that does notmake your 
doppelganger any less real.  
The estimate is derived from 
elementary probability and does 
not even assume speculative
modern physics, merely that space
is in�nite (or at least su�ciently) in
size and almost uniformly �lled with
matter, as observations indicate.  In
in�nite space, even the most 
unlikely events must take place 
somewhere.  There are in�nitely 
many other inhabited planets, 
including not just one but 
in�nitely many that have
 people with the same 
appearance, name and
memories as you, who 
play our every possible 
permutation of your life.

                                                                                                          You will probably never
                                                                                                       see your other selves.  
                                                                                                      The farthest you can 
                                                                                                   observe is the distance that
                                                                                                 light has been able to travel
                                                                                               during the 14 billion years
                                                                                            since the big bang expansion
                                                                                          began.  The most distant visible
                                                                                        objects are now about 4 x 10^26
                                                                                                 meters away - a distance 
                                                                                                   that de�nes our observable
                                                                                                    universe, alos called our
                                                                                                   Hubble volume, our horzon
                                                                                                  volume or simply our
                                                                                           universe.  Likewise, the universe
                                                                                     of your other selves are spheres of
                                                                                   the same size centered on their
                                                                               planets.  They are the most straight-
                                                                            forward example of parallel universes.
                                                                             Each universe is merely a small part of
                                                                               a larger “multiverse”.
                                                                                By this very de�nition of “universe”,
                                                                                one might expect the notion of a 
                                                                          multiverse to be forever in the domain
                                                                              of metaphysics.  Yet the borderline
                                                                                 between physics and metaphysics
                                                                                    is de�ned by whether a theory is
                                                                                    experimentally testable, not by
                                                                                   whether it is weird or involves
                                                                              unobservable entities.  The frontiers
                                                                   of physics have gradually expanded to
                                                                      incorporate ever more abstract (and once
                                                                       metaphysical) concepts such as a round
                                                                        Earth, invisible electromagnetic �elds,
                                                                         time slowdown at high speeds, quantum
                                                                          superpositions, curved space, and black
                       holes.  Over the                      past several years the concept of a 
                     multiverse has                           joined this list.  It is grounded in well
                  tested theories such                      as relativity and quantum mechanics
                 and it full�lls both of                          the basic criteria of an empirical
               science: it makes                                      predictions, and it can be falsi�ed.
             Scientists have discussed                       as many as four distinct types of
          parallel universes.  They key                   question is not whether the
        multiverse exists but rather how many levels it has.  - We all accept the
       existence of things we cannot see but could see if we moved to a di�erent
     vantage point or merelywaited, like people watching for ships to come over
   the horizon.  Objects beyond the cosmic horizon have a similar status.  The 
 observable universe grows by a light-year every year as light from far away
has time to reach us.
     
         
                                                                        
                                                                                                              

 

For the final article design, I chose an article about parallel universe’s, 
since the theme covers “Coraline” throughout her journey in the story 
as well as added the cat in her final deisgn.  The piece included gradi-
ent shadows/ highlights, as well as a few harsh light and shadows in 
her overall design.  The key I kept in her design as I added it inside this 
warped bubble shape as Coraline travels through this alternate world.  
As for the main color scheme, I kept the consistant colors of blue, while 
using the green as an overall highlight to tie together the piece as she 
transitions between these different worlds (Even the refelection in her 
eyes showcase a green tint).  As for the article itself, all copyrights are 
reserved to Max Tegmark who created the idea for this topic.



Final Design Layout



Neil Gaiman

Final Cover 

In the completed version of the “Coraline” Book cover, I finally added the au-
thors name in the same blue shade color as the title and had it available on both 
sides to further develop the “flipping” aspect of the cover.  I also fixed a few 
small issues with the rounded objects in the top right corner by adding more 
highlights and making the star shape more spherical.  As per the overall con-
cept, as I mentioned before, I wanted to keep the idea of Coraline going between 
different worlds and how that has an effect on the book by adding it to the 
design of the cover.  I also included the button key as well as the cat that can go 
between worlds like she does.  The spider webs and mechanical needle hand 
both symbolize who the bell dame truly is, while the thread and needles are a 
node to the puppets that are seen throughout.  Finally, the 3 objects in the top 
right corner are the 3 ghost eyes that Coraline goes to find in the second half of 
the story.  As for the spades in the background with dots surrounding it gives 
you a clue to the garden area and how it is set up, with the spade being the 
trowel and the dots representing each of the people that Coraline encounters 
both in her world and in the other mother’s realm.


